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ABSTRACT

We have performed dielectric and Brillouin spectroscopic measurements on

incommensurate (IC) Ba4 ;VaN 4) 5 from ca. 15 K to room temperature and have

related our measurements to earlier studies of birefringence and x-ray and neutron

crystallography, with special emphasis upon the structural phase transitions near

105 K and 40 K. The 105 K transition is from Ccml(j) to a modulated structure,

which appears to be a reentrant phase also found at atmospheric pressure from 565 K

to 582 K. Such a reentrant IC/C/IC sequence is predicted in the phenomenological

theory of Ishibashi. The lock-in phase below 40 K is tetragonal and probably of

space group P4nc (structural refinements of preliminary neutron scattering data

are in progress). / -

Present address: Department of Physics, Arizona State University, Tempe,
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INTRODUCTION

Barium sodium niobate Ba 2NaNbsO 15 (BSN) has been studied extensively over

the past twenty years. Initially, it was grown and studied for its nonlinear optical

properties. 1- 3 In addition to having excellent nonlinear optical properties BSN pos-

sesses a sequence of four or more phase transitions that exhibit several features of

much current interest to condensed matter scientist. These phase transitions have

been the subject of most of the work in BSN over the past fifteen years. Figure

la shows a schematic illustration of the different phases in BSN as a function of

temperature, as well as the point-group symmetries, lattice constants and relative

orientations of the a and b axes. 4 This schematic phase diagram represents the un-

derstanding of the different phases of BSN at the beginning of this work. Most

of the work to date has been done at temperatures above room temperature, par-

ticularly in the region of the incommensurate (IC) phase between - 543 K and ~

582 K. 5- 20 A new phase diagram is also given in Fig. 1b, which shows our current

understanding of the phases of BSN as a function of temperature, as well as a hy-

pothetical pressure dependence. In the present work we will present Brillouin light

scattering results and dielectric measurements in the temperature region between

- 18 K and 300 K.

The first structural analysis of BSN was done by Jamiesor et al. using x-ray

diffraction techniques, and it was found to be of the tetragona' - gsten bronze

structure. 21 Above - 838 K BSN is in an undistorted, centrosymmetric, paraelectric

phase of point-group symmetry 4/mmm. At TC -838 K, it undergoes a ferroelectric

phase transition to a tetragonal polar phase with 4mm symmetry. BSN retains its 4I-
0

ferroelectricity throughout all of the lower temperature phases. As the temperature 0ed 0
.At1o

is lowered further another phase transition is encountered at T1 = 582 K. This

transition is a displacive ferroelastic transition to an IC phase with an average tjon/

, .. b.lity CodG5

. vail and/or

2 Dist Speolal
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orthorhombic point-group symmetry mn2. The orthorhombic a. and b. axes

occur at 450 with respect to the higher temperature tetragonal at and bt axes, and

the IC modulation lies along a0 with an IC k-vector given by

k ~  (1)

A nearly complete lock-in transition then occurs at - 543 K to a phase with the

orthorhombic symmetry. This phase does not stabilize in a perfect commensurate

structure due to pinning of discommensurations (DC) or anti-phase boundaries

(APB) by defects. The phase below 543 K is thus often referred to as the quasi-

commensurate (QC) phase. Pinned APB in the QC phase have been directly

observed by a number of groups.2 2- 24 At - 100 K the higher symmetry tetragonal

4mm structure is restored in another phase transition involving the onset of a 2q IC

structure, with the directions of the modulations being those of the orthorhombic

a, and b0 directions. 25 Finally, evidence exists for yet another transition between

about 10 K and 40 K. 4 ' 26

LOW TEMPERATURE PHASE TRANSITIONS

The low temperature properties of BSN are the least studied, and hence, the

most enigmatic. Evidence for a phase transition at low temperature first came

from an observation of ferroelastic twin domains in a (001) plate, between c-ossed

polarizers.27 As the sample was cooled, these twins were observed to disappear at

about (110±5 K). A similar disappearance of the twin domains can be observed

by heating the crystal through T1 , to the tetragonal phase. '.-ray and several

other physical measurements were then performed to elucidate the nature of this

observation.

The difference in the lattice constants bo -a. was measured between room tem-

perature and 80 K, using a horizontal x-ray diffractometer 2 ' Birefringence (AZfnb)
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measurements, on a (001) plate from the sample, were also performed over the same

temperature range. Both An0 b and (b - a)/a were found to increase slightly to a

maximum at -250 K, and then to drop off sharply to zero at a temperature near

110±5 K. Thus, unequivocal evidence that BSN undergoes another phase transi-

tion near 110 K, to a phase of tetragonal symmetry, was obtained. This transition

was found to involve only slight displacements, since x-ray Laue photos taken along

(001], at both room temperature and 80 K, yielded identical results, indicat,g

the persistence of the tungsten bronze structure below 110 K. Furthermore, spon-

taneous polarization (Ps) measurements along [001], and dielectric measurements

along [100] and [001] were performed. PS and e, were nearly flat between room

temperature and 80 K, while c, showed a monotonic increase on cooling, except for

a small anomaly in the 100-130 K temperature region. A finite PS below 110 K

requires a polar tetragonal structure, and the 4mm point group symmetry was thus

confirmed.

Convincing group theoretical arguments were also put forth 27 to suggest that

the phase below T - 110 K had the same space group symmetry (P4bm) as the

higher temperature normal phase. Thus, BSN was found to possess an orthorhombic

(mm2) ferroelastic phase, sandwiched between two paraelastic phases of the same

higher tetragonal (4mm) point group symmetry (and possibly of the same space

group symmetry). This reentrant phenomenon, where a crystal transforms from

a higher to a lower symmetry phase, and then back to the same higher symmetry

phase upon cooling, is quiet unusual. The only known example among ferroelectrics

is Rochelle salt, ironically the first ferroelectric ever discovered.28 Only a single

ferroelastic, the solid solution TbGdl-.V04, was known to possess this property. 29

In both of these crystals, the stability range of the lower symmetry intermediate

phase is very narrow (42 K for Rochelle salt, and 6 K for TbGd 1 _,V0 4 ), and
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thus, BSN is unique in that its reentrant behavior occurs from an intermediate

phase which is stable over 470 K at atmospheric pressure.

A subsequent series of similar experiments were then performed by Schneck and

Paquet on a variety of BSN samples obtained from different sources. 26 In this paper

it was found that only one of five samples studied possessed the phase transition at -

110 K. The other samples all showed a significant decrease in the birefringence from

about - 250 K to - 100 K, and then a levelling off of Ln b at a finite nonzero value.

Furthermore, only the sample with a zero birefringence below 100 K produced

a dielectric anomaly in c. near 130 K. They attributed this significant sample

variation to differences in stoichiometry. Another paper 30 specifically addressed this

problem. Samples of many different solid solutions of Ba 2+xNal-2xNb5Ols were

grown and studied. It was found that the low temperature transition occurred only

for crystals grown with a sodium content in the melt, higher than the stoichiometric

composition. Since BSN tends to be sodium deficient, this result suggests that the

low temperature transition occurs only in samples closest to the pure stoichiometry.

Another interesting anomaly observed by Schneck and Paquet 2 6 was that the

dielectric constant e, for each sample reached a maximum in the vicinity of 10-20

K, and then showed a slight decrease as the temperature was decreased to 4 K. This

anomaly was observed in each sample, regardless of whether the reentrant transition

was present. The continuous increase in Ca, between room temperature and 4 K, was

also found to be consistent with a continuous softening of a low frequency B2 (Y)

Raman mode (through the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation), reported by Boudou

and Sapriel.1 ° They thus, hypothesized yet another phase transition from P4bm

to either P4 2bc or P4nc for crystals with the reentrant behavior, and from the

orthorhombic Ccm2 1 to Bb for other samples.

Low temperature Brillouin studies of BSN appear only in the Ph.D. thesis of

Jacques Schneck. 31 These data show a tendency for the difference in the elastic
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constants C22 - C11 to become smaller as the temperature is lowered, consistent

with an approach to a tetragonal phase. However, the BSN sample used in this

experiment had a large number of ferroelastic domains, making it difficult to in-

dependently measure the temperature dependence of clu and C22. In general, the

data are incomplete and of lower quality than his other measurements of the low

temperature properties of BSN. The elastic constant c2 2 could only be measured

down to - 170 K, and even then the scatter in the data was quite large. As a result,

he passed the laser beam emerging from the crystal back through with a spheri-

cal mirror, and simultaneously measured both the [100] and [0101 LA phonons, in

the different domains. At room temperature, the elastic anisotropy of these two

modes is about 1 GHz, and so a broad two-peaked convolution of the two phonons

appeared in the spectrum. This feature approached a single symmetric Lorentzian

at - 110 K; evidence of the tetragonal phase.

Finally, neutron and x-ray scattering experiments were performed to probe the

low temperature properties of BSN.2 5 X-ray precession photos were taken in the

(001/2) reciprocal-space plane and they revealed not only the quasi-commensurate

satellites with wave-vector k I [Eq. (1)], but also, the onset of a new set of satellites

around points with wavevector

= +) + L (2)
4 ~2*

In the tetragonal phase, these wavevectors belong to the same star of k-vectors as k

and lie along the other diagonal direction, i.e., along b0 . The actual scattering had

the shape of diffuse rods parallel to a,, with a maximum intensity at k'. These

rods are similar (though perpendicular) to rods observed above TI, as precursor

effects to the high temperature IC phase. However, these low temperature rods

were never observed to condense into sharp satellites at any temperature, down to

4 K. Inelastic neutron scattering confirmed these results. No soft phonon was
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detected near the 110 K transition, however, a low frequency branch with limited

softening was found at - 250 K. Scans perpendicular to the rods along k, show

the same linewidth at 20 K and at room temperature, with a broad maximum at

-210 K.

One possible explanation of these observations involves the hypothesis of a

transition to a tetragonal phase, induced by the onset of a second IC modulation

at Ic, perpendicular to that at k . Another interpretation involves a symmetry

and phenomenological treatment in which higher terms, i. e., those proportional to

the eighth power of the order parameter, are kept in the Landau free energy expan-

sion. Both of these interpretations fail to account for all of the low temperature

observations, and thus, the nature of BSN at low temperatures remains unclear. 25

BRILLOUIN SCATTERING EXPERIMENT

Two samples were cut from the same parent sample of BSN. One of these

(sample I) was then prepared so that its faces were oriented along the orthorhombic

a. - bo - co axes. It had dimensions of 2.5 x 3.9 x 4.3 mm. The other (sample

II) had dimensions of 1.2 x 1.2 x 3.8 mm and was oriented with its faces along the

tetragonal axes. Precession and back-Laue x-ray diffraction techniques were used

for orienting the samples. Both samples were ferroelectrically poled by heating

them to a temperature near TC in a water vapor atmosphere, applying an electric

field of about 300 V/cm, and then cooling them slowly while maintaining the field.

Furthermore, both samples were heated again to a temperature near T and then

slowly cooled in the presence of a uniaxial stress field of about 1000 dynes/cm2 ,

in order to remove ferroelastic twin domains. The direction of the stress defined

the orthorhombic a, axis. This produced two samples that were single domain

both ferroelectrically and ferroelastically. Finally, both samples were ground and
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polished to have an optical finish. It should be pointed out that some of the

important details of the sample preparation techniques have been omitted here.

For a more detailed discussion see reference 4.

The basic Brillouin scattering apparatus used in this work has been described

in earlier work.3 2 A schematic diagram of the optical and data acquisition system

is given in Fig. 2. Laser excitation at a wavelength of 5145 A was provided by

a Spectra Physics model 165 argon-ion laser. Typical laser powers used during

the experiments were in the 200-350 mW range. An intra-cavity etalon was used

for single mode operation of the laser. The long focal length lens Li focused the

incident laser light into the sample. Scattered light was collected at an angle of

90* from the incident direction by lens L2 and then spatially filtered, collimated,

and expanded by lens L3, pinhole P1, and lens L4. Just before pinhole P1 a small

filter mounted to a relay switch was placed. This filter was triggered to enter the

light path during the Rayleigh part of the scan, thus enabling us to use higher laser

intensities without causing damage to the PMT. After passing the spatial filter just

described, the collimated beam is then analyzed by a Fabry-Perot interferometer

(FPI).

The interferometer used in these experiments is a triple-pass piezoelectrically

scanned Fabry-Perot purchased from Burleigh. Its plane-mirror etalon consisted of

Burleigh mirrors flat to A/200 and with a reflectivity of - 80 %. Retro reflectors

allowed the beam to be passed through the Fabry-Perot three times. The whole

interferometer was enclosed in a temperature controlled box and maintained at a

temperature of - 350 C. A free spectral range of 31.70 GHz was used throughout

the experiment and a finesse of -, 45 was typically obtained.

Next the transmitted beam was focused by lens L5 through pinhole P2 and

onto the photocathode of an RCA C31034-02 photomultiplier tube (PMT). By

thermoelectrically cooling the PMT to -20* C a dark count of about 10 s- 1 was
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maintained. Photon counting and data acquisition and stabilization were per-

formed with a Burleigh DAS-1, the output of which was stored by a Nicolet 1074

multichannel analyzer (MCA). The MCA was controlled by an IBM XT computer

via a GPIO 16 bit parallel interface built on a JDR Microdevices board and plugged

directly into the computer. Spectra were plotted on an x-y recorder and digitally

stored on floppy disk for further analysis. Phonon frequency shifts for both the lon-

gitudinal and transverse acoustic (LA and TA) modes were measured to - ±0.25%

and the phonon halfwidths to - ±3.0%.

Samples were affixed to a small copper block using G. E. 7031 varnish and

the block was then mounted in a copper scattering cell wrapped with heater wire.

This cell was attached to the secondary cold stage of a CTI model 21 closed cycle

helium refrigerator, which was used to obtain temperatures as low as 18 K. The

temperature was controlled to within ±0.1 K, using a silicon diode sensor and a

proportional temperature controller built at Colorado State University. Another

calibrated Si diode monitored by the same temperature controller was used to mea-

sure the sample temperature.

Brillouin scattering measurements of the LA and TA modes propagating along

the orthorhombic a, and b0 axes were performed. The LA and TA phonon modes

propagating along the a. axis correspond to the cl and c55 elastic constants, re-

spectively, whereas the LA and TA modes along the b, axis correspond to c22 and

c44, respectively. 33 All of these modes were measured over the temperature range

between room temperature and - 50 K. A single data point was obtained at 18 K,

but the uncertainties of this point are much larger than those of the others. For each

propagation direction, both the LA and TA modes were simultaneously measured

by choosing an appropriate FSR. Measurements were also made of the acoustic

modes propagating along the orthorhombic a. - b0 diagonal axes, which do not cor-

respond to pure elastic constants, but rather a mixture of pure constants. These

9



modes do however correspond to pure modes in the low temperature tetragonal

phase. The elastic constant C66 , corresponding to the spontaneous shear strain is

invisible to Brillouin scattering for the point group symmetries of BSN, 34 however

this mode does contribute to the phonon frequencies measured along the diagonals.

Table I gives a listing of the observed phonon modes for the different scattering

geometries used in these experiments.

Figures 3 and 4 show a typical spectrum near room temperature and near

the low temperature phase transition, respectively. Note the decrease in intensity

of the low temperature phonons and the overall small scattering cross section for

phonon modes in BSN. Longer scan times are required at low temperatures and the

Airy function background becomes much more apparent. This background makes

a determination of the true phonon frequency shifts and widths more difficult. To

circumvent this problem, the background of the spectra were fit with a cubed (n=3)

Airy function 35

Tn [ 1 ) R + 4 2  4wL ' (3)

where T, R and A are the fractions of the incident light that are transmitted,

reflected and absorbed at each surface, respectively, L is the spacing between the

Fabry-Perot mirrors, and Ai is the incident laser wavelength. The value of n in this

expression corresponds to the number of times the scattered light is passed through

the Fabry-Perot, which is three in our case. These fits were then subtracted from

the raw spectra. Fitting was done with a nonlinear least squares program based

on the Marquardt method.3 6 ' s

An approximation to Eq. (3), which is good near a Fabry-Perot transmission

maximum, can be derived by expanding the denominator in a Taylor series expan-

sion. Keeping only the lowest term and rewriting the argument of the sine function
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in terms of frequency, the Airy function of Eq. (3) can be approximated by an

instrumental function of the form

()= 1 + A' + B, (4)
+ca2(w -O2]

where A' is the strength of the interference maximum, B is the background, n is the

number of passes of the interferometer, a is proportional to the width, and w0 is the

frequency at which the maximum occurs. Equation (4) is also a good approximation

to the phonon lineshape for underdamped phonons measured by a single-pass Fabry-

Perot (with n=1), and with a small correction factor to those measured by a triple-

pass system.3 s After subtracting off the Airy function background, the LA and

TA phonons were then fit using Eq. (4), with n=3. Excellent fits were obtained

indicating that Eq. (4) adequately describes the phonon lineshapes obtained in

this experiment. Brillouin frequency shifts obtained from these fits can then be

converted to sound velocities using the relationship 39

iph = ± - [(ir - is)' + 417vs sin2(/2)14 , (5)
AL

where /ph and Vph are the phonon frequency and sound velocity, AL is the laser

wavelength, 77, and 77s are the indices of refraction for the incident and scattered

light, and 8 is the scattering angle. For a scattering angle of 900, Eq. (5) simpifies

to
P hVph AL 1-t +77s).(6
AL.

Finally, elastic constants can be determined from the sound velocities through the

relation c = pv 2 , where p is the mass density. The exact relationships between the

vi, and cij measured in our experiments are given in Table 2.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the LA modes associated with

the cil and c22 elastic constants, and the TA modes associated with c5 5 and c44 .
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The elastic constant c22 shows a fairly flat temperature dependence with a small

dip near Tz =105 K, whereas ci, continuously increases between room temperature

and - 110 K. Below - 95 K the two elastic constants are equal in value, as

expected in the tetragonal symmetry. These data were all taken as the sample was

cooled and represent more than one cooling zun for each crystal direction. On at

least one particular cooling run for each direction, careful attention was paid to the

temperature region near 105 K. Spectra were obtained in a continuous sequence,

each separated by a small temperature from the previous one. During one of these

runs a small anomaly of < 1% was observed in the c11 data and no anomaly was

observed in the c22 data other than the dip already mentioned. A subsequent run

was not able to reproduce completely the c11 anomaly at 105 K. There was no

observed anomaly in the phonon halfwidths over the temperature range studied.

The TA modes associated with c44 and c5s were nearly identical in value. They

showed a slight increase of - 0.2 GHz as the temperature was lowered from room

temperature to - 50 K. A small step-like anomaly of about 0.1 GHz was observed

at 105 K. This anomaly was more pronounced in the c44 data. Finally, the quasi-

longitudinal and quasi-transverse acoustic modes measured along the orthorhombic

diagonals behaved qualitatively like c11 and c5s, indicating that the four pure modes

already discussed make the dominant contribution to these diagonal modes (see

Table 2 and Fig. 6).

OPTICAL DAMAGE

It became exceeding difficult to do Brillouin spectroscopy at temperatures lower

than about 80 K. In addition to the fact that the scattering cross section becomes

smaller at these temperatures, another problem was encountered. The elastic

scattering by the sample increased significantly. At room temperature the beam
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of laser light transmitted through the sample created a circular spot of light on the

wall of the lab. This wall was about a meter from the sample and the circular

spot had a diameter of - 2 cm. Below - 200 K the equilibrium spot was much

larger in size and more complicated in structure. For temperatures near 100 K

this spot became as large as 20-25 cm and was observed to have different regions

of fluctuating intensity with fluctuations on time scales of seconds. Furthermore,

elastic scattering at 900 increased making it difficult to keep from saturating the

PMT even with the filter in during the Rayleigh part of the ramp.

Another interesting feature of this strong low temperature scattering was ob-

served when the sample (and refrigerator) were translated by a small amount with

respect to the incident laser beam. Immediately after such a translation the trans-

mitted laser beam would again form a small pure spot on the lab wall. Soon after

the translation was over however, this spot was observed to deteriorate or relax

into the large area equilibrium spot described above. As the temperature was

lowered the time of relaxation decreased and the equilibrium spot size grew. For

temperatures below - 100 K a quick translation resulted in an almost immediate

deterioration of the laser spot.

After observing this effect for some time and at several different positions in the

crystal, we blocked the incident laser and passed white light through the refrigerator

windows. The different paths through which the laser had passed were clearly

visible in the crystal. A permanent (or at least metastable) modification of the

local index of refraction had occurred. Optically, the crystal had become damaged

by the presence of a focused laser beam at low temperatures. The optically damaged

BSN crystal was then observed to self-anneal at room temperature. Only a few

minutes (- 15 to 20) after removal from the cryogenic refrigerator the sample was

optically clear, showing no sign of the damage. This optical damage seemed to

be more pronounced when the propagation direction of the laser was along the

13
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orthorhombic a. or bo axis, than when it was along the 45* bisectors of these axes,

i.e., along the tetragonal at or bt axes.

An explanation of this optical damage phenomenon lies in the fact that BSN is

a photorefractive material. Its photorefractive tensor elements were measured by

Geusic et al.2 and by Singh et al. and rj3, for i=1-3, were found to be rather large

(the stress free electro-optic coefficients r13, r23, and r3 have values of 15, 13, and

48 x 1012 m/V, respectively). Photorefractivity in BSN has its origins in the linear

(or Pockels) electro-optic effect. This effect is commonly described in terms of the

third-rank linear electro-optic tensor rij,k defined by the expression

( n2 E rjih~k,(7)

where n is the index of refraction and E is an electric field. The tensor rii,k is

symmetric under interchange of the indices i and j. Normally, these two indices

are contracted (Voight notation) and the r-tensor is written with two indices. From

Eq. (7) we see that the optical indicatrix' ° is altered by an electric field in the linear

electro-optic effect.

The origin of this time-dependent photorefractive effect in BSN is thought to be

similar to that in lithium niobate. 4 1- 44 In this class of electro-optic materials, mobile

charges are excited in the presence of a laser and migrate away from the regions of

high laser intensity. This builds up large static space-charge fields which couple to

the index of refraction through the electro-optic coefficients via Eq. (7). There is

a competition between a laser driving force, which tends to push these charges out

of the region of the laser, and the tendency for the charges to be randomized by

thermal diffusion. At low temperatures in BSN the thermal diffusion is too low to

compete successfully and the migrant charges move, altering the optical properties

of the crystal. Self annealing occurs at room temperature when the space-charge

fields relax as the charges become thermally randomized. Oliver and Scott4 have
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suggested a way in which this effect might be used to gain more information about

diffusion in the IC phase of BSN.

DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS

Since our particular BSN crystals show the rather uncommon reentrant tran-

sition and since Brillouin experiments were not possible near 12 K, we performed

dielectric measurements at low temperatures. Small capacitor plates (--. 5 x 5 mm)

with guard rings were made using standard printed circuit techniques. A sample

was placed between the capacitor plates and attached with a smooth coating of sil-

ver paint. A metal plate with a vacuum tight electrical feedthrough was machined.

This plate replaced one of the windows of the CTI closed cycle helium refrigerator.

The capacitor plates with the sample was then placed into the copper scattering

cell attached to the lower cold stage of the refrigerator. Thermal grease insured

good thermal contact. Tiny wires connected the capacitor plates and the guard

rings to the electrical feedthroughs. Short coaxial cable connected the outside of

the feedthroughs to a Tektronix Model 130 LC meter. Temperature control was

achieved with the identical system used with the Brillouin apparatus, described

above.

The combined capacitance of the cables, feedth0ughs, and capacitor plates

was measured before placing the crystal between the plates. This value was then

zeroed in an attempt to obtain the capacitance of the sample only. Next the sample

capacitance was offset by a constant amount so that the most sensitive scale (3 pF

full scale) of the LC meter could be used. All measurements were done at 120 kHz

with a maximum of 1 V across the sample. An accuracy of 3% of the full scale is

given in the specifications of the LC meter.
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Measurements were made between room temperature and - 17 K, which is

the lower limit of the closed cycle helium refrigerator with a sample inside. A

small time was allowed at each temperature for equilibrium to be established before

recording the capacitance. Equilibrium was determined when no further changes

were observed in the capacitance. Each data run consisted of a slow cooling followed

by a slow heating back to room temperature. At least two data runs were performed

for each crystal direction. Capacitance vs. temperature data were also recorded for

the empty capacitor plates with a plate separation equal to the crystal thickness.

These data were then subtracted from the crystal data to correct for the temperature

dependence of the capacitor itself.

Capacitances were converted to dielectric constant using the simple relation

d _ = (8 )
CO Ac 0

where d is the sample height, A is the area of the sample in contact with the

plates, and eo is the permittivity of the vacuum. Figure 7 shows the temperature

dependences of the dielectric constants re. and /Cb measured along the orthorhombic

axes. Relative capacitance vs. temperature measurements were extremely reliable

since the LC meter showed only smooth continuous changes. There is however,

some uncertainty in the absolute capacitance values resulting from the exact value

of C for the cables and electrical feedthroughs. A small uniform shift was needed

to cause the data for the two crystal directions to overlap at - 130 K.

At room temperature e. - 222 ± 5 and ib - 248 ± 5. This difference, which

is a measure of the anisotropy in the orthorhombic phase, is similar to previously

reported values. 6 Qualitatively, our data are similar in most respects to those of

Schneck et al.2 7 and Schneck and Paquet. 2 6 The small anomaly at - 130 K in the

#c, and Kb data is in excellent agreement with the earlier data, as are the overall
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values of r. between room temperature and 20 K. Unlike the CNET group, however,

we observe a clear anomaly in the 30-50 K region.

Another interesting feature of the dielectric data is the fact that /CG and rb

do not overlap in the tetragonal phase. In fact, we were never able to obtain

data which overlapped in the temperature region between about 25-30 K and -

130 K. Furthermore, when the cooling and heating data from a single data run is

compared, this same thermal hysteresis is observed. Figure 8 shows an example of

this phenomenon for a cooling and heating run along the a. axis.

DISCUSSION OF THE LOW TEMPERATURE RESULTS

Though a stoichiometric analysis of our samples has not been performed, it is

clear that they are of the proper stoichiometry to possess the reentrant tetragonal

phase. This is most clearly demonstrated by the temperature dependences of the

ao and b. longitudinal acoustic sound velocities (Fig. 5). To some extent the

LA sound velocities of BSN near the reentrant phase transition at ' = 105 K

are qualitatively similar to those near the high temperature IC phase transition:

cll exhibits the sharper anomaly, C22 shows a smaller dip, and the two elastic

constants gradually coalesce at a lower temperature (-95 K). There are however

some important differences. The order in which these features occur is reversed

with respect to temperature from that near TI, as one might expect at a reentrant

transition. More importantly, the anomalies in the Brillouin frequency shifts are

much smaller near T and no divergence is observed in the phonon halfwidths. It

should also be pointed out that the sharp dip at 105 K in the vll sound velocity

was not reproducible and that the overall magnitudes of the anomalies in both vii

and V22 are not much greater than the error bars for the Brillouin frequency shifts.
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The general lack of strong anomalies in the hypersonic acoustic properties of

BSN near T; precludes a phenomenological treatment of this phase transition, such

as that used to describe the IC transition at Tr.17 ' 18 It is interesting however

to compare the data shown in Fig. 5 with the Brillouin frequency shifts measured

above room temperature by Errandon~a's group.1 8 A slightly larger anisotropy is

observed in our room temperature data (v22 - V1 I - 0.86 GHz in our data and 0.66

GHz in that of reference 18), however the slopes at room temperature of both the

/l and V22 curves are nearly equal in the two sets of data. Figure 9 combines the

two sets of data and shows the complete temperature dependence of the two LA

phonon modes between 50 K and 673 K.

From this figure a picture emerges which describes the elastic properties of BSN

over a very large temperature range. Above 582 K a tetragonal phase exists. As

the temperature is lowered, competing interactions cause a soft mode to condense at

the IC wavevector k [Eq. (1)] resulting in a breaking of the tetragonal symmetry in

the at-bt plane. Coupling between the IC order parameter amplitude and the shear

elastic strain e6 results in the onset of a spontaneous strain and ferroelasticity. At

TL a nearly complete lock-in occurs to a quasi-commensurate orthorhombic phase;

the lack of a true commensurate phase being due to a pinning of discomnensurations

by point defects. The greatest elastic anisotropy c22 - c11 occurs at the lock-in

temperature of - 543 K. Below this temperature there is a continuous relaxation

of the elastic anisotropy primarily due to a monotonic increase in the cll elastic

constant between TL and - 110 K. Finally, a tetragonal phase exists below - 95 K

of the same exact point group symmetry as that above 582 K. The tetragonal c11

(or c22 ) elastic constant continues to increase as the temperature is lowered further

to 50 K (possibly 20 K), though with a slightly different slope than that above 110

K. This is most probably due to thermal contraction.
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In terms of the microscopic picture there are probably competing interactions,

one or more of which are temperature dependent, resulting in the observed relax-

ation of the elastic anisotropy in the quasi-commensurate phase. The exact nature

of these microscopic interactions is at present not understood, though the role of

defects is probably significant. Some evidence for critical behavior or for coupling

of the LA modes to other unobserved modes also exists since the coalescence of

the c11 and C22 elastic constants is accompanied by anomalies (though significantly

smaller than those between 543 and 582 K). Another significant difference between

the IC and reentrant transitions is the lack of anomalous behavior in the phonon

halfwidths at low temperatures. This is undoubtedly related to the fact that the

diffuse rods of scattered x-rays (or neutrons), found at new IC positions along b as

the reentrant transition is approached, are never observed to condense into sharp

satellites at T;. These phonon halfwidth and x-ray satellite observations at low

temperature are in complete contrast to the behavior observed at 582 K. One

possible explanation for these differences might lie in an increased dominance of in-

teractions between the IC modulation and defects due to a smaller thermal energy

at low temperatures.

There is also evidence in our new data to support the onset of a second IC phase

below the reentrant phase transition. This is the observed hysteresis in the dielectric

data over a large temperature region around T;. Very similar hysteretic effects were

observed in several physical properties near the high temperature IC phase, such

as the line shape of the IC x-ray satellites, the elastic constants, the dielectric

constant, and the birefringence.' 6 ' 18, 31, 46 In addition these effects are known to

exist in several other IC systems. 47- 19 The low temperature hysteresis in BSN is

very reminescent of the thermal memory effects associated with IC phases. 5 0 - 5 2

Low temperature hysteretic effects similar to our dielectric observations have been

observed in the birefringence.3 1 Figure 10 shows a plot of our dielectric data and
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the low temperature birefringence data of Schneck. Note the remarkable similarity

in the temperature range over which hysteresis is observed in the two independent

sets of data.

In addition to this thermal hysteresis, our dielectric data show an anomaly at

- 50 K and a reproducibility below about 30 K (i.e., no hysteresis below this point).

These features suggest another phase transition somewhere in the 30 to 50 K range.

In this regard our data are inconsistent with other low temperature results in BSN.

Schneck and Paquet 28 reported no dielectric anomaly in this temperature region.

They did however report a similar anomaly at 12 K independent of the sample

studied. Several samples without the reentrant behavior near - 100 K, as well as

one with this behavior, all exhibited this 12 K anomaly. We are unable to comment

on the behavior of our samples at 12 K as no measurements were made below 17

K. Just one year before the paper of Schneck and Paquet, another paper2 7 first

reported the reentrant transition. They measured the birefringence, the dielectric

constants x,8 and #cc, the spontaneous polarization Ps along c, and the difference

in the orthorhombic lattice constants (bo - ao)/a. in one sample which showed the

reentrant transition. It was pointed out in this paper that corrections were made in

the calculation of PS from their data due to incomplete poling. Twin domains were

a problem in the low temperature Brillouin studies reported in Schneck's thesis.3 '

Poling and detwinning procedures are not discussed in any of the low temperature

papers. Perhaps a lack of careful detwinning and poling is responsible for the

discrepancy between our data and that of the CNET group near 40 K.

Several anomalies have been observed in BSN in the low temperature data.

The dielectric anomaly observed by us at - 140 K in both ic and Kb is in excellent

agreement with that observed by the CNET group. This anomaly however is not

at the transition temperature T, but rather at a higher temperature corresponding

to an inflection point in the birefringence data. In addition to this inflection point,
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the birefringence also shows a maximum at about 200 K. Our Brillouin data for

the elastic constant C22 also show a maximum near 200 K followed by a continuous

softening down to about 100 K. Each of these features in the low temperature

data have a tendency to be sample dependent, with stoichiometry being the leading

determinant for the differences among samples. Clearly more experimental studies

of the low temperature properties of BSN are needed.

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

We have described a number of related experiments in the sections above

that involve dielectric measurements, Brillouin spectroscopy, and indices of refrac-

tion. These generally provide a self-consistent, coherent description of the low-

temperature phases and characteristics of Ba2 NaNbS0 15 . However, a number of

things remain to be done, which are most easily described with reference to Fig. lb.

Firstly, the space group symmetry of the lock-in phase that is stable below ca. 40

K is still uncertain: Three different space groups (P4 2bc, P4nc, and Bb) have been

proposed on theoretical grounds. Second, it is uncertain whether the IC(2q) phase

between 565 K and 582 K is exactly the same as that between 40 K and 105 K. Is

this truly a reentrant phase (as diagrammed in Fig. 1b) with the same space group

symmetry (in the four-dimensional representations of Janssen and Currat 53 for IC

structures), or do the phases merely have the same average point group symmetry?

Third, what is the shape of the Ccm21-IC(2q) phase boundary? Does ;t satisfy the

free energy phenomenologic theory of Ishibashi?S4 Fourth, does the P4bm-IC(2q)

phase boundary fit Ishibashi's theory? Finally, is the IC(lq)-IC(2q) phase bound-

ary consistent with the free-energy description of Tol~dano and Toledano? 55 And

does it move as one would expect with applied uniaxial stress?
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As a beginning, we have recently undertaken some elastic neutron scattering

experiments at LANSCE, in collaboration with P. Vergamini and A. Larson, using

the single crystal diffractometer. We employed this apparatus in the belief that

the structural distortions in BSN would primarily involve oxygen displacements, for

which neutrons would be a more sensitive probe than x-rays. Our preliminary re-

sults, shown in Figs. 11a and b, show that the lock-in phase below 40 K does indeed

involve a doubling of the primitive unit cell along both a-b diagonals of the ortho-

rhombic cell. Figure 11a shows the Bragg scattering from the underlying tetragonal

phase; Fig. 11b shows the additional Bragg peaks along the diagonals of that phase,

corresponding to cell doubling along a* + b and a* - V. Note the diffuse scattering

that persists in both directions; this is due to residual discommensurations in the

lock-in phase.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: a) Phase transition temperatures, lattice constants, and point-group sym-
metries of the different phases of BSN as understood at the beginning of this work.
At 838 K BSN undergoes a phase transition from a paraelectric (PE) to a ferro-
electric (FE) phase of tetragonal symmetry. An incommensurate (IC) transition
to a ferroelastic (Fe) phase with an IC modulation wavevector k , occurs at 582 K,
followed by a nearly complete lockin transition at 543 K to a quasi-commensurate
(QC) phase of orthorhombic symmetry. This phase reverts back to a tetragonal
phase near 105 K through another IC transition. Evidence also exist for yet an-
other transition at lower temperatures. b) Schematic phase diagram, showing pres-
sure versus temperature, for Ba2 NaNb5O15 . The phase boundaries for P > 0 are
largely hypothetical, although the Ccm2 1 to IC(2q) boundary has some data points
(marked by x's) obtained via a hot-stage optical microscopy experiment [S. Kojima,
K. Asaumi, T. Nakamura, and S. Minomura, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 45, 1433 (1978)1.
The exact shape of this Ccm2l-IC(2q) phase boundary (which is reentrant upon
cooling and therefore unusual) may be calculated from the phenomenological free
energy expression of Y. Ishibashi (Incommensurate Crystals, Liquid Crystals, and
Quasi-crystals, ed. by J. F. Scott and N. A. Clark Plenum Press, New York, 1987,
p. 1), with one adjustable parameter; similarly, the P4bm-IC(2q) phase boundary
near 600 K may be calculated from the same theory, with a second adjustable pa-
rameter. In addition, the IC(lq)-IC(2q) phase boundary can be calculated from
a (different) free energy given by J. C. Tolddano and P. Toledano (in The Landau
Theory of Phase Transitions, World Scientific Publishing Co., Singapore, 1987, sec-
tion 2). The width of the IC(lq) phase can be increased by the application of
uniaxial stress until it reaches the P = 0 P4bm commensurate phase at 582 K; see
P. Bastie, F. Mogeon, and C. M. E. Zeyen, Phys. Rev. B 37, 786 (1988).

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the Brillouin optical, data acquisition, and stabi-
lization systems used in the low temperature light scattering experiments.

Figure 3: Brillouin spectrum of BSN taken at 296 K showing both the LA and TA
modes. A FSR of 31.70 GHz was used to record this spectrum. The LA mode on
the right is assigned to the Rayleigh line one order to the left of zero frequency shift,
and the TA mode on the right is assigned to the Rayleigh line at zero frequency
shift.

Figure 4: Brillouin spectrum of BSN taken at 95 K in the low temperature tetragonal
phase. Both the FSR and the mode assignments are the same as those in Fig. 3.



Figure 5: Temperature dependences of the pure LA and TA phonon modes along
the orthorhombic ao (-yi and 1y3) and b, (714 and -ys) directions. Data from two
different runs are shown for q~l[100], and from three different runs for qJ10101o.
Sample II was used for these measurements.

Figure 6: Low temperature behavior of the quasi-LA ('1o) and quasi-TA ('12)

modes in BSN. Again data from different runs are indicated by the two different
symbols. Sample I was used for these measurements.

Figure 7: Temperature dependences of the dielectric constants c. and Kb (referred
to the orthorhombic axes). Measurements were made at 120 kHz. The orthorhom-
bic anisotropy disappears at - 130 K; however, the two dielectric constants differ
in value between - 40 K and - 130 K. All of the data shown here were obtained
on cooling runs.

Figure 8: Typical hysteresis curve for the dielectric rc. measured at 120 kHz. A
similar hysteresis was also observed for Kb.

Figure 9: Temperature dependences of the LA mode frequencies from 20 K to
673 K. The data below room temperature is ours, and that above is from G.
Errandonea, M. Hebbache, and F. Bonnouvrier, Phys. Rev. B 32, 1691 (1985).
Squares represent the LA mode for q11[100] and circles the LA mode for q91[010],
referred to the orthorhombic axes.

Figure 10: Dielectric data from this work and birefringence data from the Ph. D.
thesis of J. Schneck, University of Paris VI (1982). Hysteresis is observed in both
sets of data over nearly the same temperature range. Arrows indicate the direction
of heating (or cooling) in the birefringence data.

Figure 11: a) (0 0 10) Bragg scattering in Ba 2 NaNb5 Ol5 at 10 K, showing the
underlying tetragonal structure; b) (0 0 7) Bragg scattering at the same tempera-
ture. Here (for odd-L) the underlying Bragg peaks are symmetry forbidden, and
the additional Bragg peaks are due to the cell-doubling transition at ca. 40 K, with
doubling along a* + b" and a* - b. A complete refinement of the structure is in
process, which at present favors the P4nc space group.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1: Scattering geometries for the observed acoustic modes in the reference
frame of the a , b , c orthorhombic axes. The first column gives the sample
number. In the next four columns the directions of the incident and scattered beams
and their respective polarizations are given. Next the phonon propagation direction
is given, followed by the phonon polarization (Pol.: QLA and QTA referring to
quasi-LA and quasi-TA, respectively. Finally, a mode label is given [following the
notation of R. Vacher and L. Boyer, Phys. Rev. B 6, 639 (1972)].

Table 2: Expressions for pv 2 in terms of the elastic constants for the different
observed acoustic modes. Piezoelectric corrections to the elastic constants have
been left out [see R. Vacher and L. Boyer, Phys. Rev. B 6, 639 (1972)].
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pT 2 pv

Mode Orthorhombic Phase Tetragonal Phase

35 5  C4 4

14 C2 2  C11

75 C44  C44

Y1O {Ci + ¢+(CU + C1:)/2 + C66
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